
          WEDNESDAY, 17/04/24 

 

C1 - PRIX DES HORTENSIAS - 1000m (a5f) - TURF - Class 3 Race - Flat - 

EUR € 23,000  

 
1. EAGLE GATE - Made a winning debut over 1000m at Marseille Borely on the 20th of March 
2024. Shoulders a winners penalty. One to beat 

2. TERREMANA - Dam raced four times without threatening and this colt is likely to need further. 
One to pass by 

3. ALLABARA - Daughter of Al Wukair who could just need the outing and experience before 
shaping up. Others make more appeal 

4. MOLIONEPHY - Dam raced five times without making any impression and this filly doesn't 
appear as one that could strike first time out. Unlikely winner 

5. IMAYA - Dam won twice from 1200m - 1400m but doesn't make the most appeal on paper. 
One to pass by 

6. SIGNORIA PIAZZA - Dam raced once over 1000m for a 4th placed finish in the UK. Could well 
make her presence felt on debut. Include in the play 

7. ARABIAN JEWEL - Dam raced once without any success and this filly is bred to prefer further 
but could possess natural speed to be effective. Place claims 

8. BOUJEE FILLY - Dam was unraced and this filly could show any amount of speed on debut 
and could be of interest if there's support for her. The market is our best guide 

9. SHOPTILYOUDROP - Dam raced once indicating much but it wouldn't be a surprise to this filly 
up there. Keep on the safe side 

10. IMPARABLE - Dam won four times from 1400m - 1600m including two Group 2 victories. 
Follow the market carefully 

Summary: EAGLE GATE (1) showed his ability on debut and should have tightened up a lot with 
that run under the belt and sets a clear standard. He has the experience which will count for 
plenty and could be tough to oppose. IMPARABLE (10) makes plenty of appeal on debut and 
hails from a yard that can get them ready. SIGNORIA PIAZZA (6) and ARABIAN JEWEL (7) are 
both newcomers that warrant respect if the market speaks in their favor. 

SELECTIONS 

EAGLE GATE (1) - IMPARABLE (10) - SIGNORIA PIAZZA (6) - ARABIAN JEWEL (7) 



          WEDNESDAY, 17/04/24 

C2 - PRIX CHAMP LIBRE - 2200m (a1m1/2) - TURF - Maiden Race - Flat - 

EUR € 21,000  

 
1. ANNEEFF - Finished 5th on debut over 1800m at Chantilly in a maiden event on the 9th of 
December 2023. Should show big improvement 

2. DSCHINGIS ART - Finished 3rd over 1600m at Compiegne in a claimer on the 29th of March 
2024. Each way play 

3. AL MUZAFFAR - Finished 6th over 3rd of April 2024 at Salon-De-Provence in a maiden. 
Others make more appeal 

4. PROMETHEUS - Finished 2nd over 1800m at Chantilly in a maiden contest on the 14th of 
November 2023. Winning chance 

5. CEDRUS - Ran a cracking 2nd over 2150m at Lyon La Soie in a maiden on the 15th of March 
2024. Massive runner 

6. SHARDANA - Ran an improved race over 2150m at Lyon La Soie on the 6th of April 2024. Will 
have his work cut out here 

7. BRADY - Finished 3rd over 2200m in Germany on the 31st of March 2024. Could be 
vulnerable to a few here 

8. BENIMARU - Well held in 6th spot over 2000m at Saint - Cloud on the 21st of March 2024. 
Can make improvement 

9. BIRTHDAY GIFT - Finished 9th on debut at Saint-Cloud in a maiden event on the 21st of 
March 2024. More is needed to feature 

10. MQS DE LA GRANGE - Dam won four times from 2150m - 2600m and this colt makes 
appeal on debut. Follow the market 

Summary: CEDRUS (5) caught the eye on debut and should take a significant step forward from 
that outing. He has the fitness edge over a couple of his rivals which could make a big difference. 
ANNEEFF (1) gets the services of a top jockey and will appreciate the step up in trip which could 
see him get closer. PROMETHEUS (4) produced a solid display last time out and can continue to 
make progress. MQS DE LA GRANGE (10) is nicely bred and could make his presence felt on 
debut. 

SELECTIONS 

CEDRUS (5) - ANNEEFF (1) - PROMETHEUS (4) - MQS DE LA GRANGE (10) 



          WEDNESDAY, 17/04/24 

C3 - PRIX SIGNORA - 2200m (a1m1/2) - TURF - Maiden Race - Flat - EUR € 

21,000  

 
1. ZINDRA - Ran a solid 3rd on debut over 2000m at Saint-Cloud in a maiden on the 21st of 
March 2024. Big runner 

2. LA HARENGERE - Finished 9th over 1900m at Bordeaux Le Bouscat in a maiden on the 28th 
of October 2023. Improvement required 

3. QUEENFLEUR - Finished 7th over 2000m behind a couple reopposing types at Saint-Cloud on 
the 21st of March 2024. Others preferred 

4. PRINCESS OF AGATE - Comfortably held in 8th position over 2000m at Saint-Cloud on the 
21st of March 2024. One to pass by 

5. LE COMBAT CONTINUE - Runner up over 1900m at Chantilly in a maiden on the 18th of 
March 2024. Looks ready to win 

6. VINO - Finished 4th over 2000m at Salon-De-Provence on debut in a maiden on the 3rd of 
April 2024. Will need to step up on that piece of form 

7. STARS AND AWAY - Ran an encouraging race on debut in 4th over 2000m at Saint-Cloud in 
a maiden contest on the 21st of March. Place claims 

8. AMOR A MANI - Dam won twice from 1600m - 2100m and was placed at Group 1&2 level. 
This filly makes appeal on paper. Follow the market 

9. TECHNO BEAT - Dam won five times in Germany from 2000m - 2400m including two wins at 
Listed level. Monitor the market 

Summary: ZINDRA (1) caught the eye on debut and should build on that. She will enjoy going 
over the extra yardage and can hit all the right notes. LE COMBAT CONTINUE (5) has continued 
to improve with racing and will run a huge race.  STARS AND AWAY (7) finished behind the top 
selection on debut and there isn't any reason to suggest that she can reverse the form. AMOR A 
MANI (8) could be ready to turn in a solid run on debut. 

SELECTIONS 

ZINDRA (1) - LE COMBAT CONTINUE (5) - STARS AND AWAY (7) - AMOR A MANI (8) 



          WEDNESDAY, 17/04/24 

C4 - PRIX DE GERLAND - 2200m (a1m1/2) - TURF - Class 3 Handicap - Flat - EUR € 20,000  

 

1. ESPRIT JOYEUX - Finished close up in 4th over 2000m at Lyon Parilly in a Class 3 handicap on the 17th 
of March 2024. Place chance 

2. LAOS - Weak performance when finishing 11th over 2400m at Salon-De-Provence in a Class 3 handicap 

on the 3rd of April 2024. Easy to look elsewhere 

3. KAR VERT - Finished 5th over 2400m at Chantilly in a Class 2 divided handicap on the 4th of April 2024. 

Big runner down in class 

4. VIDALGO - Finished 4th over 2400m at Lyon La Soie in a Class 3 handicap on the 24th of March 2024. 
Others preferred 

5. BAZOQUES - Moderate effort in 8th position over 2400m at Lyon La Soie in a Class 3 handicap on the 
24th of March 2024. One to pass by 

6. CATCH THE STARS - No type of effort in 9th position over 2500m at Cagnes-Sur-Mer in a Class 2 
divided handicap on the 21st of February 2024. Unlikely winner 

7. PERDRIOLLE - Unlucky loser in 2nd spot over 2000m at Lyon Parilly in a Class 3 handicap on the 17th of 
March 2024. Should go close 

8. SAINTE RITA - Consistency rewarded when winning over 2400m at Lyon La Soie in a Class 3 on the 

24th of March 2024. More to do to win again 

9. JOEY UP - Found one too good over 2400m at Salon-De-Provence in a Class 3 handicap on the 3rd of 
April 2024. Place chance 

10. RIDWAAN - Poor effort in 12th over 2000m in a Class 2 divided handicap at Saint-Cloud on the 1st of 
April 2024. Erratic type 

11. SOLIMAN - Not at best in 11th position over 2400m in a Class 3 handicap at Lyon La Soie on the 24th 
of March 2024. Can bounce back 

12. DREAM WUKAIR - Arrives in weak form on the back of a 12th placed finish over 2100m in a Class 3 at 
Saint Cloud on the 21st of March 2024. Unlikely to be a threat 

13. SANDSTORM - Finished a distant 5th over 2400m in a Class 3 divided handicap at Chantilly on the 4th 

of April 2024. Makes very little appeal 

14. NARCOS - Finished 6th over 2000m at Saint-Cloud in a Class 3 divided handicap on the 7th of March 

2024. Rating is starting too look attractive 

15. KALAOS - Ran a cracker in 2nd over 2400m at Lyon La Soie in a Class 3 handicap on the 24th of 
March 2024. Each way player 

16. DREAMS - Well held in 3rd spot over 3000m at Saint-Cloud in a Class 3 divided handicap on the 26th of 
March 2024. Place chance at best 

Summary: PERDRIOLLE (7) arrives in terrific form and will be looking to make up for a narrow defeat last 
time out. She is the one to beat.  KAR VERT (3) has been running against stronger and will appreciate the 
drop in class which could see him turn in a solid performance. SOLIMAN (11) is better than his latest effort 
and could produce some of his previous form. NARCOS (14) slots in light and continues to drop in the 

ratings which could result in him running a better race. 

SELECTIONS 

PERDRIOLLE (7) - KAR VERT (3) - SOLIMAN (11) - NARCOS (14) 



          WEDNESDAY, 17/04/24 

C5 - PRIX DE MARCY L'ETOILE - 1350m (a7f) - TURF - Class 3 Race - Flat 

- EUR € 15,000  

 
1. ROCK BOY - Finished 2nd over 1200m at Fontainebleau in a Class 2 conditional on the 15th 
of March 2024. Hard to oppose 

2. RAJAPOUR - Finished 4th over 1600m at La Teste in a Class 1 on the 8th of August 2023. 
Classy type who could challenge 

3. PEGO - Finished 9th over 1600m at Lyon Parilly in a maiden on the 21st of September 2023. 
Would be a shock winner 

4. SOCIETY MAN - Finished 12th over 1400m at Saint-Cloud in a Listed race on the 29th of 
September 2023. Likely to need the run 

5. LOUBEISIEN - No type of effort in 9th spot over 1300m at Deauville in a Class 1 on the 20th of 
August 2023. Talented type that warrants respect 

6. MIAMI VOICE - Winner over 1600m in a Class 2 conditional at Parislongchamp on the 16th of 
June 2022. Should need the run 

7. CIAO PA' - Finished 10th over 1100m at Deauville in a Listed race on the 9th of April 2024. 
Others inspire more confidence 

8. CROWDFUNDING - Finished 10th over 1400m at Parislongchamp in a Class 2 divided 
handicap on the 11th of September 2022. One to pass by 

9. TERTIUS - Winner over 1100m at Fontainebleau in a Class 3 claimer on the 3rd of May 2023. 
Place chance at best 

Summary: ROCK BOY (1) arrives in super form and this seems to be the ideal race for him to 
get his first win for 2024 after a string of runner up finishes.  RAJAPOUR (2) is the best horse in 
this race on ratings and should run a big race if not just in need of it after a long break. 
LOUBEISIEN (5) is packed with ability but seemed to lose his way a bit last year and could just 
need the outing. TERTIUS (9) finished off with two wins before a layoff and takes on tougher but 
could earn. 

SELECTIONS 

ROCK BOY (1) - RAJAPOUR (2) - LOUBEISIEN (5) - TERTIUS (9) 



          WEDNESDAY, 17/04/24 

C6 - PRIX STEINER PONS - 1600m (a1m) - TURF - Class 2 Race - Flat - 

EUR € 22,000  

 
1. KESHAPOUR - Won his maiden with consummate ease over 1600m at Chantilly on the 8th of 
October 2023. More to come 

2. SERQUIGNY - Winner over 1600m in a maiden at Saint-Cloud on the 1st of April 2024. More 
to do to challenge 

3. MEMPHIS TENNESSEE - Far from disgraced in 5th spot over 1800m in a Listed race at 
Chantilly on the 8th of March 2024. Can get involved 

4. ELDIO - Winner over 1600m at Chantilly in a maiden on the 5th of March 2024. Looks like a 
progressive type that can kick on. Leading player 

5. KIARO - Well beaten in 3rd spot over 1600m at Saint-Cloud in a Class 2 on the 26th of March 
2024. Place chance 

6. DORABELLA - Finished 9th over 1300m at Chantilly in a Listed race on the 8th of March 
2023. Others preferred 

7. INDIE BRIGHT - Finished 4th over 1400m at Deauville in a Listed contest on the 5th of 
November 2023. Place chance 

Summary: ELDIO (4) won his maiden with a bit in hand and he could make good improvement to 
pose a huge threat straight out the maidens. KESHAPOUR (1) produced a terrific performance to 
win his maiden in style and should run a bold race if not just needing the outing off a six month 
absence. KIARO (5) was beaten by 15L last time out but can finish a lot closer here.  MEMPHIS 
TENNESSEE (3) met stronger last time out and can challenge strongly despite dropping in trip. 

SELECTIONS 

ELDIO (4) - KESHAPOUR (1) - KIARO (5) - MEMPHIS TENNESSEE (3) 



          WEDNESDAY, 17/04/24 

C7 - PRIX DE SAINT-CYR-AU-MONT-D'OR - 1600m (a1m) - TURF - Class 4 

Race - Flat - EUR € 16,000  

 
1. NOSHOWONFRIDAY - Well held in 11th position over 1400m at Deauville in a Class 3 divided 
limited handicap on the 10th of April 2024. Hard to fancy 

2. ARCUBIATU - Won nicely over 1800m at Compiegne in a Class 3 divided limited handicap on 
the 29th of March 2024. Big runner 

3. BURSARD - Finished 7th over 2000m at Marseille Pont De Vivaux in a Class 3 on the 5th of 
April 2024. Should run very well in this Class 

4. KAWARETH - Winner over 1800m at Fontainebleau on the 2nd of April 2024. Should have 
more to offer 

5. AMERICANO - Finished 4th over 2000m at Marseille Pont De Vivaux in a Class 3 on the 5th of 
April 2024. Place chance 

6. FLEXIBILITY - Not at best last time out when finishing 12th over 1600m in a Class 3 divided 
handicap on the 30th of March 2024. Can bounce back 

7. EKTORIA - Finished 3rd over 1500m at Marseille Pont De Vivaux in a Class 4 course qualifier 
on the 9th of March 2024. Can outrun odds 

8. RISING BLAST - Ran a fair race in 4th spot over 1800m at Compiegne in a Class 3 divided 
limited handicap on the 29th of March 2024. Place chance 

9. THREE DREAMS - Finished 5th over 1800m at Salon-De-Provence in a Class 3 handicap on 
the 3rd of April 2024. Place chance 

10. HAYAMI - Finished 10th over 1600m at Lyon Parilly in a handicap on the 26th of June 2023. 
Would be a shock winner 

Summary: BURSARD (3) steps down in class for this assignment and should be able to make 
his presence felt in a big way. KAWARETH (4) won a nice race last time out and is open to 
improvement which could result in her following up. ARCUBIATU (2) goes in search of that hat-
trick and with the weight off the back once again, it could make the difference. RISING BLAST (8) 
is capable of getting involved for the minor spots. 

SELECTIONS 

BURSARD (3) - KAWARETH (4) - ARCUBIATU (2) - RISING BLAST (8) 



          WEDNESDAY, 17/04/24 

C8 - PRIX GABRIEL GIRAUD - 2000m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Handicap - Flat - 

EUR € 20,000  

 
1. ZARINA - Won with quite a bit in hand over 2000m at Marseille Pont De Vivaux in a Class 3 
course qualifier on the 23rd of March 2024. Big runner 

2. ROSE D'ETE - Winner of her maiden over 2600m at Pont De Vivaux-Midi on the 14th of March 
2024. Could get involved for the placings 

3. KING ZARAK - Finished 3rd over 2200m at Lyon Parilly in a handicap on the 17th of March 
2024. Leading claims here 

4. AMALYA - Finished 2nd over 2000m at Pont De Vivaux-Midi in a handicap on the 14th of 
March 2024. Can go one better 

5. L'ETOILE DE FRANCE - Finished 8th over 1900m in a handicap at Deauville on the 18th of 
October 2023. Others make more appeal 

6. MALYA - Finished 6th over 2000m at Marseille Pont De Vivaux in a handicap on the 5th of 
April 2024. Could find a minor spot 

7. HEAREN - Beaten out of sight in 6th spot over 2400m in a maiden contest at Saint-Cloud on 
the 26th of March 2024. Unlikely to feature 

8. NICE PAULI - Finished 9th over 2000m at Strasbourg in a maiden on the 22nd of March 2024. 
Likely to remain a maiden after this 

9. ERABLE - Finished 6th over 2100m at Toulouse in a maiden event on the 4th of March 2023. 
One to pass by 

10. JOBOAH - Finished 6th over 2150m at Lyon La Soie in a maiden on the 15th of March 2024. 
Others inspire more confidence 

11. BRAMANS - Held in 8th position over 1900m at Chantilly in a limited handicap on the 24th of 
February 2024. Hard to fancy 

12. ZELDA REBEL -  

Summary: KING ZARAK (3) arrives in good form and should produce another honest display in 
search of that second victory.  ZARINA (1) is in terrific form having won three on the trot and it 
wouldn't be a surprise to see her win again but life does get tougher with her rating going up. 
AMALYA (4) has found one too good in her last two outings and could get her reward in a 
suitable race. ROSE D'ETE (2) drops in trip for her post maiden outing and could place at best. 

SELECTIONS 

KING ZARAK (3) - ZARINA (1) - AMALYA (4) - ROSE D'ETE (2) 

 


